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Abstract

In this paper� we present a real�time computer vision

approach to recognizing human movements based on pat�

terns of motion� The underlying representation is a

Motion History Image �MHI� which is characterized

by multiple histograms of the local motion orientations�

The approach is adapted to accommodate movements of

di�erent durations by using a simple iterative technique�

Quantitative results are given showing discrimination

between di�erent human movements using the approach�

An extension addressing occlusion and distractor motion

is also presented within this framework�

� Introduction

The recognition of human motion and action using

computer vision has widespread interest ranging from

surveillance applications to entertainment systems� Be�

ing able to recognize the presence of human motion is

desirable because every little change or movement in the

environment may not be consequential� Monitoring ap�

plications� for instance� may wish to signal only when

a person is seen in a particular area �perhaps inside a

dangerous or secure area�� Thus only those motions be�

longing to human activity are of importance� In the

entertainment domain� an increasing interest in �peo�

ple watching� systems is growing� Here the systems

watch for the gestures made by participants which con�

trol�drive the program or interaction 	
� ��� Thus one

requirement �or demand� of such machine vision sys�

tems is their ability to perform in real�time� It would

not be of much use for the monitoring system to report

that a person entered into a dangerous area an hour

after the fact� Also� systems incorporating human ges�

tures for input must recognize and respond quickly to

the user without noticeable lag to give a sense of im�

mersion and actual control� The quickness of response

is paramount�

In this paper� we present a real�time computer vision

approach to recognizing human movements� In earlier

work 	�� we described a representation of movement

known as a Motion History Image �MHI�� The MHI is

a compact representation of temporal movement and is

simple to compute� In this paper� we present a new

method for recognizing movement which relies on local�

ized regions of motion derived from the MHI� By gath�

ering and matching multiple� overlapping histograms of

the motion orientations from the MHI� we o�er a real�

time solution to recognizing various human movements�

The remainder of this paper �rst examines the re�

lated research for which this work has been based �Sec�

tion �� Next we present the approach of using motion

histograms �Section ��� This section is sub�divided into

discussions on the underlying representation �Section

����� the calculation of the motion orientations �Sec�

tion ���� and the histogram generation �Section �����

We then present a simple recognition method �Section

�� along with some quantitative results �Section ���� A

method for handling variable�length movements is also

described �Section ����� We then address the notions of

occlusion and distractor motions within an extension of

this framework �Section ��� Lastly� we conclude with a

brief summary of the approach �Section ���

� Related work

In previous work 	�� we presented a real�time approach

for representing and recognizing simple human move�

ments� The motivation for the approach was based on

how easily people can recognize common human move�

ments �like sitting� from low�resolution imagery where

the image features are basically not perceivable� thus

showing the importance of the motion information� The

approach relies on �patterns of motion� rather than

structural features as the representation for identifying

various human movements� In that method� there is a

collapsing of the space�time volume into a single �D

template form� where the representation still perceptu�

ally captures the essence of the movement and its tem�

poral structure� This template is referred to as a Mo�

tion History Image �MHI�� The MHI can be compared

to many famous stroboscopic images 	�� �� and comic

strip panels showing character motion� where time is



collapsed and represented in a single static frame� For

recognition� seven higher�order moments are used as

global shape descriptors and energy localizers for the

motion template� These descriptors are then statis�

tically matched to stored examples of di�erent move�

ments� Though this method has shown promising re�

sults� the main problem is with the recognition ap�

proach� where the discrimination between motion tem�

plates is based upon global properties and therefore is

susceptible to region�based errors such as the addition

or removal of motion� Another limitation is that the

recognition was token �label� based� where it cannot

yield much information other than recognition matches

�i�e� it cannot report that a lot of �up� motion is hap�

pening in a particular area�� We therefore wish to de�

velop better methods of representation and recognition

which can account for various motion regions around

the body by retaining and analyzing a more localized

form of the motion� In this paper� we develop such a

method using multiple� overlapping histograms of the

MHI motion orientations�

The most closely related work to our motion his�

togram approach is that of Freeman and Roth�s work on

recognizing hand gestures from orientation histograms

	��� In their approach� they use a single histogram of

edge orientations of the user�s hand to recognize various

static gestures� Though they address dynamic gesture�

the problem of �nding the start and stop times of a ges�

ture was not considered� Thus all input sequences to

their system were �xed�length� and the resultant rep�

resentation was basically a concatenation of individual

orientation histograms from each image in the sequence�

Their method is simple� fast� and robust against cer�

tain illumination changes� Our method in this paper

recasts their orientation histogram approach to become

�motion orientation� histograms� where the directions

of motion are accumulated in a histogram format and

used for recognition� By using the motion template rep�

resentation from 	� to generate the motion information

and using a simple iterative matching technique� we can

account for various length movements while still retain�

ing real�time performance�

� Motion histograms

The method for generating the motion histograms is

developed by extracting directional motion information

from the movement sequence�s MHI representation� We

then cluster this motion information into overlapping

histogram regions to more locally represent the move�

ment�

��� Motion history images

We use the MHI representation described in 	� as the

basis for the motion histograms� Currently� we gener�

ate the motion between frames by di�erencing succes�

sive binary silhouette images of the person� The reason

for this is two�fold� First� we believe that strict opti�

cal �ow methods are still too brittle for real imagery

of people moving �due to noise� shadows� textures� and

rate of movement� and generally computationally tax�

ing �i�e� not real�time�� � Image di�erencing continues

to be a fairly robust method for cheaply locating the

presence of motion� One of the main problems with im�

age di�erencing though �as opposed to optical �ow� is

that one cannot tell the magnitude or direction of the

motion� only its presence� Thus it is hard to remove

spurious unwanted motion purely from the di�erenc�

ing result� But as we will show� the accumulation of

image di�erences can yield directional motion informa�

tion� The second reason for di�erencing silhouettes cor�

responds to the fact that much of the clothing texture

frequently signals unwanted motion� which can cause

problems when using motion for recognition� For this

reason� we chose to extract the silhouette form of the

person �thus masking the clothing texture�� A side ef�

fect of using silhouettes is that no motion inside of the

silhouette can be seen� For example� a camera facing

the person would not show the hands moving �in front

of� the body in the silhouette� One possibility to help

overcome this problem is to use multiple cameras �the

approach here easily extends to multiple views�� There�

fore� image di�erences �we used the union of di�erences

at both normal and low resolutions� show only bound�

ary motion of the silhouettes� but still yield quite useful

motion information for many movements� To acquire

the full�body silhouette of the person� we developed a

robust and precise real�time silhouette extraction pro�

cess based on spectral selectivity 	���

To generate the MHI for the movement� we weight

and layer the successive silhouette image di�erences� In

the MHI� each pixel value is a function of the temporal

history of motion at that point from all the frames in

the movement sequence� We currently use a simple re�

placement and decay operator based on time�stamping

�the previous method was based on frames rather than

time��

MHI�x� y� �

�
� if current motion at �x�y�

� else if MHI�x�y� � �� � ��

�The overall approach outlined in the paper though is
general enough to also be used on optical �ow data if
desired�
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Figure �
 Generation of MHI for raising arms move�
ment� �a� Sample silhouette of the person with their
arms raised near the end of the movement� �b� A di�er�
ence of silhouettes early in the sequence� �c� A di�erence
of silhouettes later in the sequence� �d� Resulting MHI
of layered silhouette di�erences �normalized for display��

where � is the current time�stamp� and � is the max�

imum time duration constant� The time�stamps allow

for an easier port of the system between various faster

and slower platforms �time is constant where frame rate

is not�� The above function is called to update the MHI

each time a new image di�erence result is calculated�

By linearly normalizing the MHI time�stamps to values

between � and ��� we can see that the more recently

moving pixels are brighter than pixels belonging to older

motion� The result of the above process is shown in Fig�

ure � for the movement of raising both of the arms�

��� Gradient of motion

The MHI layers the silhouette di�erences in such a way

that motion from the silhouette boundary can be per�

ceived in the gradient of the MHI� This is very similar to

the concept of normal �ow� Notice that as the arms are

raised up in Figure ��d�� that the intensity fading �from

dark to light� gives the impression of motion in the di�

rection of the arm movement� It can be said that the

MHI �visually encodes� some motion information from

the silhouette boundary� We see the direction of move�

ment clearly� but the magnitude is not as accessible�

Our goal is to use this directional motion information

for recognition�

The local gradient orientations of the MHI directly

show the direction of the silhouette boundary move�

ment� Therefore� we can convolve classic gradient masks

with the MHI to extract the directional motion infor�

mation� For this work� we union the convolution at two

resolutions �the original and a lower resolution� to han�

dle more widespread gradients �due to di�ering speeds

of movement�� Sobel gradient masks were used for the

convolution�

Fx �

�
� �� � �

� � 

�� � �

�
� � Fy �

�
� �� � ��

� � �

�  �

�
�

With the gradient vectors calculated� it is a simple mat�

ter to get the gradient orientation for a pixel by�

� � arctan
Fy

Fx

�

We must be careful when calculating the gradient in�

formation because it is only valid at particular locations

within the MHI� The boundaries of the MHI should not

be used because non�moving �zero valued� pixels would

be included in the gradient calculation� thus corrupting

the result� Only MHI interior motion pixels should be

examined� Additionally� we must not use gradients of

MHI pixels which have a too low or too high contrast

in their local neighborhood� A small contrast does not

give a reliable measure of the gradient direction� and

a large contrast signi�es a large temporal disparity be�

tween pixels� which makes the directional information

biased and un�usable� The results of the motion orien�

tation using gradient masks is shown in Figure �

��� Histogram hierarchy

Previously in 	�� we performed recognition on the MHI

using a set of global moment�based features� Though

these moments are excellent shape descriptors and en�

ergy localizers� they are still global computations and

do not describe the motion characteristics in di�erent

regions around the body �e�g� �a lot of upward motion

in the left�side of the body��� Here� we present a more

characterizing and local approach for representing the

motion information�

A simple means of localizing the motion for recogni�

tion is to separately pay attention to di�erent regions

around the body� One way of doing this is to divide

the MHI into various regions �or windows� and then

characterize each region� A method of characterization

is to use a histogram of the motion orientations for a

region� Thus we can divide the MHI motion pattern

into regions each being represented by a histogram of

local motion orientation� We de�ne the center point of

the window con�guration based upon the centroid of

the current silhouette of the person� and also de�ne the

boundaries �or extent� of the regions from a bounding

box over the MHI motion pixels� Thus the windowing

can adapt to the location of the person and the size of

�
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Figure �
 Directions of motion from MHI gradients�
�a� MHI for raising arms movement� �b� Result of con�
volving gradient masks with the MHI� The gradient di�
rections show the approximate motion of the arms�

their recent movement� The window placement yields

X�Y translation invariance and the boundary helps in

achieving scale invariance during recognition�

One possible set of histogram windows is shown in

Figure �� This set of nine overlapping regions basically

divides the body into windows covering the whole body�

left�side� right�side� upper� lower� and four surrounding

quadrants� So instead of having just one large window�

we have a hierarchy of additional support windows to

help characterize the motion�

To generate the histograms for these window regions�

we �rst quantize the gradient directions from the MHI

into multiples of �� degrees� resulting in histograms

with � bins each �mainly for speed during recognition��

Since the number of bins is a relatively small� we chose

not smooth the histogram as done in 	��� To handle

changes in scale between di�erent sized people �or in lo�

cation of depth�� we need to normalize these histograms

with respect to some measure of the person or motion�

One possibility is to normalize each histogram by the

number of entries in that histogram �e�g� normalizing

for a probability distribution�� This approach is highly

subjective to problems arising from only small motions

present in a window� A better method is to normalize

each window by the sum of all the motion orientation

Figure �
 Overlapping windows for generating motion
histograms� The dark areas represent areas which are
included in that window�s histogram� white areas are
ignored� The �rst window �top window� covers the en�
tire motion region within the MHI� The windows below
cover progressively smaller regions of the motion�

pixels found in the gradient map �also the number of

entries in the overall window histogram ���� We note

that the total number of motion pixels should be greater

than some minimum threshold to be e�ective� The re�

sult of this normalization is that the histograms are no

longer relatively sensitive to small motions�

Figure � shows the nine overlapping� normalized his�

tograms for the left�arm�upmovement� Notice the large

response for window �� which registers the left motion�

The concentration of entries around bins 
��� ���� � ��

degrees� respectively� shows that there is much upward

and sideways motion on the left side of the body� The

histogram for the opposite side of the body �window

�� hardly shows any motion� Having a collection of

histograms also lets us employ� if desired� the motion

orientations directly to get a �ner sense of how mo�

tion occurred within the di�erent regions around the

person �rather than just the presence of motion� or a

labeled movement�� For example� the localized direc�

tions of motion may be useful for interaction or control

mapping� We now present a simple recognition method

which uses these motion histograms to recognize various

body movements�

� Recognition

The result of generating motion histograms for the body

movement is a collection of nine� ��bucket histograms�

There are many possible ways of using this data for

recognition� The simplest approach� and the one taken

�
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Figure �
 Motion histograms for raising the left arm movement� Most of the motion is localized to the left �win���
and top side �win��� win��� of the body� The clustering of directions around bins � and �� �approx� �� degrees� shows
the upward motion� and the clustering around bins 
 and � �approx� ��� degrees� shows the left side motion�

here� is to concatenate the histograms into a single col�

umn vector ���� x �� and use the Euclidean distance

between an input and stored model vector as a measure

of closeness for recognition� An e�ect of the histogram

normalization method �based on the total amount of

motion� is that histograms with larger amounts of mo�

tion end up being more heavily weighted in the Eu�

clidean distance than histograms with smaller amounts

of motion� Intuitively� we believe that this is a desirable

e�ect �and not problematic� because a tiny motion re�

gion should not carry as much weight as a larger more

encompassing �or expressing� area�

��� Movement model

To generate a model for a particular movement� we

gather multiple examples of a person �or people� per�

forming the movement� The motion histograms for each

move are generated and stored �in vector form� when

each example is completed �by manual selection during

training�� For a simple model of this movement� a set

of mean motion histograms is formed by averaging to�

gether the histograms �in vector form� of the training

data� The training examples are then used to �nd the

mean and variance of the Euclidean distance from the

training vectors to the newly generated mean vector� By

collecting a mean and variance measure of the Euclidean

distance using multiple training examples� we can select

a recognition threshold based on the variability of the

data measures from training� We could have examined

variances within each of the histograms and used these

measurements as weighting factors in a new distance

metric �e�g� weighted Euclidean distance�� but for sim�

plicity we chose to measure only the change in the global

Euclidean distance� The vector mean� distance mean�

and distance variance of the training motion histograms

are stored as the model for that particular movement�

This process is repeated for each of the di�erent move�

ments that are required to model�

��� Matching

As for matching new input� we simply calculate the Eu�

clidean distance between the input motion histogram

�



�a� �b�

�c� �d�

�e�

Figure �
 Silhouette key�frames for the movements to
recognize� �a� left�arm�fan�up� �b� right�arm�fan�up�
�c� squat�with�two�arm�fan�up� �d� two�arm�fan�up� �e�
crouch�down�

vector and the model mean vector� Using the model�s

distance mean and variance� we then calculate the Ma�

halanobis distance 	�� for the new vector�s Euclidean

measure� This gives a measure of how many standard

deviations the input�s Euclidean distance is away from

the model statistics� We can threshold this value based

on statistics to declare if a match was found� This pro�

cess can be easily repeated to seek a match against all

the stored movement models without much computa�

tional expense� Table � shows the Mahalanobis dis�

tances for a set of new input examples �which were

not used in training� matched against the stored models

�silhouette key�frames for the di�erent movements are

shown in Figure ��� The training process used in gener�

ating Table � only employed ten training examples for

each model� which is generally too small of a training set

to gather good variances� but su�cient enough to show

the discrimination power of the approach� The table

shows the correct classi�cation with the Mahalanobis

distances being considerably smaller for the correct tar�

get as opposed to the other movements� We see that

this recognition method clearly discriminates between

this set of moves using only the location and direction

lfan rfan angel fan crouch
T� ��		 �
��
 ������ ������ �����
T� ����� ��	� ����
� ��
��� �����
T� ����� ���� ���� �
��� �
���
T� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���
�
T� �
��

 ����� ����� ������ ����

Table �
 Matching results� Entry 	i�j� reports the Ma�
halanobis distance between test input i �Ti� and model j�
The models in this example are T� � left�arm�fan�up� T�
� right�arm�fan�up� T� � squat�with�two�arm�fan�up�
T� � two�arm�fan�up� and T� � crouch�down� The bold
entries highlight the minimum distances for each input�

of motion from the histograms�

��� Variable length movements

Since a set of movements to recognize most likely con�

tains gestures of di�erent time lengths �durations�� we

need a recognition mechanism that can handle variable

length movements� The main problem to overcome is

that we basically need to generate an MHI for each

model movement to recognize� or more precisely� for

each model movement that has a di�erent time dura�

tion�

If we know a priori the minimum and maximum du�

rations of all the movements to recognize� then all rec�

ognizable movements have a duration within that time

window� With the simple replacement and decay op�

eration used in generating the MHI �which generates

an MHI for a speci�c time duration�� we have an inex�

pensive iterative means of achieving multiple simulated

MHIs from only a single MHI� We begin by always gen�

erating an MHI with the time duration constant � being

the maximum duration found from all the movements

to recognize� Thus the MHI is generated for the move�

ment�s� which have the longest time duration� Dur�

ing the recognition process� we can iteratively lower the

time duration constant �from the maximum to the min�

imum� for the MHI which thus thresholds and removes

older motions� we then look for a match with the new

simulated MHI �of a smaller time duration� and its up�

dated motion histograms �updated by removing those

values deleted from the MHI�� the process is repeated

until the time duration reaches the minimum value for

the recognizable movements� This method progressively

removes older motion from the MHI �and histograms�

in such a way that all possible MHIs �and histograms�

that could have been generated within the movement

duration window �maximum and minimum movement

times� are in fact quickly created for examination of a

match during the iteration phase� The newly created

MHIs are not approximations to the true MHIs� but

�



are the genuine re�creations� This approach can also be

coded in such a way that information is only updated

�removed� rather than being totally recalculated �e�g�

it is too time�consuming to recalculate all the motion

gradients during the iteration process�� This makes for

a faster algorithm�

��� Computational specics

The entire matching process results in real�time per�

formance of speeds greater than � Hz on�average for

an SGI R����� O platform with no special computer

hardware� Algorithm speci�cs for the above speed in�

clude�

� Image resolution of ��� x ���

� Fast silhouette extraction 	���

� Five model movements to match against� �Having

more models will not signi�cantly e�ect the speed��

� A minimum�maximum time duration window of

	���� ��� seconds for iterative matching �� � ����

� Iterative step size removing time�stamped motion

in ����
 second ��� Hz� intervals� �Minimum step

size is bounded by the digitizing rate� typically ��

Hz��

� Extensions for occlusions and distrac�

tor motions

With the above methodology for localizing and recog�

nizing motion information� we also have an opportunity

to address occlusions and distractor motions� Though

the current matching technique is simple and does not

directly model or explain any form of occlusions or large

amount of noise motion� the windowing process does of�

fer a framework for handling such problems� In both oc�

clusion and distractor motion cases� we want to remove

those troublesome regions from the matching function�

We will mainly discuss occlusions here� but it is clearly

extendible to distractor motions as well�

For simplicity� let�s consider an example occlusion

contained and bound by one of the four motion his�

togram quadrants �the four quadrants are shown in the

bottom row of Figure ��� This occlusion propagates

back through the hierarchy and results in four of the

total nine motion histograms containing this occlusion

region� and therefore almost half of the motion his�

tograms are corrupted from the occlusion� With the

current matching process� this would certainly cause

problems� being that each motion histogram contributes

to the overall match �though smaller windows can give

less weight� due to the current normalization method��

Figure �
 New motion window regions generated by
combining the four primary windows� The dark areas
represent areas which are included in that window�s his�
togram� white areas are ignored�

What is more desired is to be able to remove this occlu�

sion region from its membership in the window hierar�

chy� and to match based on some function of the remain�

ing regions� Thus the windowing hierarchy as previously

shown may not necessarily be the most appropriate for

being able to resist or discount the occluded data�

By considering a new bottom�up hierarchy from the

four quadrants� we can derive a di�erent set of windows

where the possible regions of occlusion can be explicitly

modeled and discounted� Given four �primary� win�

dows �the four quadrants�� we can generate combinato�

rially �fteen combination windows�
�

�

�
�

�
�
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which are shown in Figure �� If smaller primary

windows were used� many more window combinations

would be generated� This set has no constraints on con�

tinuity of the original primary windows� If we did im�

pose a continuity� say ��way connectedness� then there

would only be thirteen windows ��fteen minus the two

diagonal only pairs�� Other constraints could also be

imposed� For example� in addition to the primaries� re�

quiring a combination of only even numbers of primary

windows along with ��way connectedness generates the

original set of windows shown in Figure �� Given this

new bottom�up window set� we now have additional re�

gion information �e�g� �� windows instead of only ��

including cross�connected regions� and explicit occlu�

sion regions �or regions to discount� modeled into the

window set�

Having a multiplicity of motion windows does not

directly solve the occlusion problem� though� A ques�






tion of how to discount the regions must be addressed�

Consider a movement where one primary window is oc�

cluded� Then seven out of �fteen windows will be cor�

rupted by propagation of that region through the hier�

archy� but the remaining eight windows still encode a

large variety of valid locations� We need to retain these

valid regions and remove the occluded regions� One

possibility is to collect model statistics for each window

histogram from training data and use this information

to compute plausibility for the new input on a window�

by�window basis� A question of normalization follows�

Recall that normalization of the histograms is needed

with the current method to achieve scale invariance dur�

ing matching� Normalization also allows a simple Eu�

clidean measure to be used for matching� Previously�

all histograms in the hierarchy were normalized by the

largest overall motion window �encompassing the entire

motions of the body�� This will no longer be applica�

ble if we perform a veri�cation on the windows in a

window�by�window fashion� because the largest window

will contain the occlusion if one exists� and thus �aw

the overall normalization� Therefore� we need a new

means of normalization for the motion histograms� We

could easily revert to self�normalization by the amount

of motion in each window� but as previously stated� this

becomes problematic when the size of the window or size

of the motion becomes small� A method more closely

related to the previous overall normalization approach is

to use the plausible input window with the most motion

to normalize all the remaining plausible sub�windows�

To �verify� the plausibility� we might be able to use the

individual window counts to �roughly� match for plausi�

bility� then later normalize based on the largest� plausi�

ble histogram� Other means of veri�cation are possible�

which may include looking at the maximum direction of

motion� or spread of the motion information�

This process will work only if we retain the original

model histograms �un�normalized� and re�normalize to

them to match the test input normalization� The mo�

tion histograms for the input are individually veri�ed

against the target model� The largest� most encompass�

ing input histogram which is veri�ed is then used to re�

normalize the remaining veri�ed histograms �the model

is also normalized using that corresponding histogram in

its collection�� Once the normalization process is com�

plete� a �ner recognition method using only the valid

histograms can be used to determine a match �as in

the Euclidean match described above�� This is a simple

computation at virtually no expense during recognition�

The process can easily be re�applied to all target models

for recognition against multiple movements�

When matching against several models� we must also

consider the case where the input matches well on a

small number of veri�ed regions of move A and matches

not quite as well on a larger set of veri�ed regions of

move B� Here there is a tradeo� between precision of

a window match and the number of veri�ed windows�

There are several issues involved in making this deci�

sion� We could simply state that the model with the

most �veri�ed� windows is the best match� because to

verify means to be acceptable given some training mea�

surements� But on the other hand� a solid match on few

windows may be more descriptive of the actual activity�

given that the veri�cation method will most likely be

loose in its acceptance criteria� It is not clear which

method of recognition is more desirable� but perhaps

the goal and context of the situation may determine

which method is preferable�

� Summary

In this paper� we presented a real�time computer vision

approach to recognizing human movements based on

patterns of motion� The underlying representation is a

Motion History Image �MHI� which is characterized by

multiple� overlapping histograms of the motion orienta�

tions� These histograms separate and localize regions of

motion for a better description of the movement� Quan�

titative results show that the method can easily discrim�

inate between di�erent human movements� and is ex�

tendible to variable length motions� Occlusion and dis�

tractor motions are also addressable within this frame�

work�
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